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Abstract: Imitation learning is the problem of recovering an expert policy without
access to a reward signal. Behavior cloning and GAIL are two widely used methods
for performing imitation learning. Behavior cloning converges in a few iterations,
but doesn’t achieve peak performance due to its inherent iid assumption about
the state-action distribution. GAIL addresses the issue by accounting for the
temporal dependencies when performing a state distribution matching between the
agent and the expert. Although GAIL is sample efficient in the number of expert
trajectories required, it is still not very sample efficient in terms of the environment
interactions needed for converge of the policy. Given the complementary benefits
of both methods, we present a simple and elegant method to combine both methods
to enable stable and sample efficient learning. Our algorithm is very simple to
implement and integrates with different policy gradient algorithms. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of the algorithm in low dimensional control tasks, gridworlds and
in high dimensional image-based tasks.
1 Introduction
We attempt to solve the problem of imitation learning, where a task has to be performed by an agent
using only expert demonstrations. The agent cannot query for more information from the expert in
an iterative manner. One approach to solve the problem is to use behaviour cloning, where learning
from demonstrations has been formulated as a supervised learning task. Behaviour cloning is simple
to implement and fast in terms of training. However, supervised learning assumes the data to be
i.i.d. which is an incorrect assumption since the action taken at a state influences the future actions
that the expert might take. Here, the i.i.d. assumption is with respect to the transition function. In
behavior cloning, the assumption is that the action for a given state will not influence the distribution
of states that the agent sees later on. Due to this incorrect assumption, behavior cloning cannot deal
with covariate shift. Therefore, the ‘best’ action for a state is chosen from the expert and no other
environment dynamics are considered. However, in RL, the log-probabilities are weighted by the
Q-function, which encode the dynamics of the transition function and rewards from future states.
This i.i.d. assumption leads to compounding errors in behaviour cloning, and a large number of
expert state action pairs must be provided to mitigate this error. GAIL, on the other hand, is very
sample efficient in terms of the number of expert trajectories required but is very sample inefficient in
terms of environment interactions. Environment interactions in many such scenarios require massive
amounts of compute time and space. This is all the more problematic in real-world problems where
additional concerns of safety, wear and tear and cost also kick in. This calls for the need of sample
efficient algorithms which require minimal environment interactions.
Off-policy imitation learning may be a viable strategy, however, truly off-policy data is hard to learn
from ([1]). Off-policy algorithms are also difficult to implement and often require delicate replay
buffer manipulations. Off-policy may also not be an option when there are ethical or privacy related
issues regarding persistent storage of data (EU regulations, for example). To that end, we propose a
strategy to perform imitation learning in an on-policy manner to outperform GAIL in terms of sample
efficiency. Our method uses the fact that behavior cloning is a fast learning procedure but cannot
be used as a pre-training step for GAIL as shown in the experiments section. Our method is simple
to implement and empirically we show that our algorithm requires fewer environment interactions
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across different types of policy gradient algorithms and environments. Our method can also be
extended to an off-policy setting with virtually no modifications to the algorithm. We demonstrate
the versatility of our algorithm on a set of MuJoCo environments, grid world, and image-based Car
Racing environments.
Figure 1: Performance of different imitation learning algorithms on MuJoCo tasks. All methods are
tested with 3 random seeds.
2 Related Work
To mitigate the compounding errors in the naive supervised approach, [2] train an iterative algorithm
where at each time step t, the policy pit learns the expert behavior on the trajectories induced by
pi1 . . . pit−1. [2] also introduce a stochastic mixing algorithm based on [3]. The initial policy starts
off as the expert policy, and at each iteration, a new policy is obtained by training on the trajectory
induced by the previous policy pit−1. The policy at timestep t is obtained by a geometric stochastic
mixing of the expert and the previous policies. [4] train a policy using the expert demonstrations,
generate new trajectories and use the expert to correct the behavior in these new trajectories iteratively.
Although this method performs much better in a variety of scenarios, it requires access to the expert,
which might be very expensive.
Another approach to tackling the problem is to use Inverse Reinforcement Learning. Inverse re-
inforcement learning attempts to find a reward function which best explains the behavior by an
expert. Once the reward function is extracted, an agent can learn an optimal policy from the reward
using reinforcement learning. Inverse reinforcement learning has shown successes in variety of
tasks, including gridworld environments, car driving simulations, route inference based on partial
trajectories, and path planning. The reward function is modeled as a linear function of the state
features, and the weights are learned to match the feature expectations of the expert and the learnt
policy [5], [6]. [7] use the principle of maximum entropy to disambiguate the underdefined problem
of multiple possible rewards. Other methods like [8] use priors and evidence from expert’s actions to
derive probabilistic distributions over rewards.
Recently, adversarial imitation learning methods have shown successes in a variety of imitation tasks,
from low dimensional continous control to high dimensional tasks like autonomous driving from raw
pixels as input. [9] propose a framework for directly extracting a policy from trajectories without
performing reinforcement learning inside a loop. This approach utilizes a discriminator to distinguish
between the state-action pairs induced by the expert and the policy, and the policy uses the output of
the discriminator as the reward. Different approaches build on top of this method, with [10] proposing
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an algorithm that can infer the latent structure of the expert trajectories without explicit supervision.
This approach maximizes a mutual information term between the trajectory and the latent space to
capture the variations in the trajectories. GAIL was further extended by [11] to produce a scalable
inverse reinforcement learning algorithm based on adversarial reward learning. This approach gives a
policy as well as a reward function. These approaches have led to faster imitation learning in both
low and high dimensional tasks.
Figure 2: Performance of our method with and without discriminator training. Notice that our
method outperforms BC even with random rewards from the discriminator, which shows that adding
a temporal dependency in behavior cloning improves performance significantly.
3 Pre-training in Imitation Learning
We discuss in the previous section that GAIL and BC offer complementary benefits for imitation
learning. Therefore, a natural question to ask would be if there are any obvious ways combine the
two while keeping their respective benefits. One approach that has found repeated mentions in the
literature is pretraining with BC and then finetuning the policy with GAIL. Although this sounds like
a reasonable strategy,our empirical results show that pretraining with behaviour cloning did not help
and the agent learns a suboptimal policy as compared to GAIL trained from scratch. This observation
is not uniquely found by us, as demonstrated by [12], where they show that GAIL pretrained with
behaviour cloning failed to reach optimal performance as compared to GAIL trained from scratch.
The following subsection discusses the effect of warm-started neural networks, and why that may
hinder learning in GAIL after pretraining with behavior cloning.
Ant HalfCheetah Hopper Reacher Walker2d
BC 2967.09± 1223.82 −389.14± 1166.19 1776.43± 858.93 −86.74± 11.25 788.82± 579.34
GAIL 2732.78± 1107.56 4546.93± 117.10 3035.83± 720.62 −9.78± 2.26 6718.34± 935.17
BC+GAIL 1237.88± 725.48 3808.17± 1298.91 14.13± 30.32 −9.77± 3.04 712.16± 542.22
RED −4952.94± 1551.64 −626.47± 384.42 684.52± 478.09 −49.69± 42.90 940.27± 82.59
SAIL 2750.59± 938.21 4584.18± 86.88 2307.69± 1198.76 −14.31± 11.84 5993.21± 793.99
Ours 3941.69± 944.67 4558.09± 89.50 3554.35± 165.73 −7.98± 2.66 6799.93± 387.85
Random −327.04± 790.06 −922.94± 97.30 15.17± 30.58 −136.72± 23.96 −3.03± 4.49
Expert 4066.96± 695.57 4501.09± 119.37 3593.06± 19.64 −3.92± 1.78 6512.85± 1116.62
Table 1: Performance of imitation learning algorithms. For each method, agents are trained with
three random seeds. Final performance is measured by averaging across 60 rollouts for each method,
20 rollouts for each seed.
3.1 Suboptimal performance of warm-started neural networks
Pre-training networks has shown a number of successes in deep learning, from image classification to
natural language inference among others. The success of pretraining lies in the fact that it can be used
on a base model that can be used to finetune later to domain specific tasks with little data. However,
[13] show that random initialization is very robust and performs no worse than pretrained networks.
The networks take longer to train than pretrained networks, but their generalization errors are almost
always better than that of pretrained networks as shown in their work. This holds especially true
when networks are trained with less data, which is surprising. [14] takes this a step further and shows
that warm starting a network might lead to poorer generalization although the training losses may
be the same. In the context of imitation learning, behaviour cloning doesn’t train with all the expert
trajectories because some validation data is required to prevent overfitting. GAIL, however, can work
with all of the data, and training can stop when the discriminator loss becomes stable or after a fixed
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number of environment interactions. Since the policy is warm-started with a fraction of the expert
data during behavior cloning, it may lead to an overall poor generalization error when trained on the
entire set of trajectories during GAIL training.
4 Our method
The motivation for our method is inspired by the fact that optimizing the behavior cloning term alone
leads to the agent learning a mapping from states to actions in a few iterations. However, the i.i.d.
supervised training objective does not consider for the sequential decision making aspect at all. Since
there is no information about the transition dynamics or the value of following an action at a state
(Q-function), behavior cloning would be suboptimal unless a lot of data is provided. However, even
in a limited data setting, behavior cloning can still learn important features that map states to probable
actions. GAIL, on the other hand, is simply reinforcement learning with a learnt reward function
which is provided by the discriminator. However, the rewards provided by the discriminator are not
informative in the beginning of the training procedure, and changes along with the policy that adapts
to this reward function. The uninformative rewards do not provide any strong signal that the agent can
use to map states to expert actions. Experiments in Section 5.2 shows that simply adding a temporal
dependency to the behavior cloning term can improve convergence speed over GAIL without even
training the discriminator.
Formally, consider the behavior cloning loss which is given by:
LBC = −EτE [log(pi(a|s))]
In adversarial imitation learning, we also train a discriminator D parameterized by ω. The discrimi-
nator is trained by minimizing the loss
LD = −EτE [log(Dω(s, a))]− Eτpi [log(1−Dω(s, a))]
And the policy is trained using a policy gradient algorithm:
LP = −Eτpi [log(piθ(a|s))Aω,ψ(s, a)]
where the advantage A is estimated using the value network Vψ and the discriminator Dω:
Aω,ψ(s, a) = − log(1−Dω(s, a)) + γEs′∼T (s′|s,a) [Vψ(s′)]− Vψ(s)
Let the expert trajectories be denoted by a dataset D, where D = {(s1, a1), (s2, a2), . . . (sN , aN )},
containing tuples of states si and actions taken by the expert ai. Let the state-action visitation
probability be denoted by ρ(s, a). The behavior cloning term can also be written as:
LBC = −
∑
s,a
ρE(s, a) log(pi(a|s))
= −
∑
s,a
ρpi(s, a)
[
ρE(s, a)
ρpi(s, a)
log(pi(a|s))
]
= −Eτpi
[
ρE(s, a)
ρpi(s, a)
log(pi(a|s))
]
This is nothing but a simple manipulation based on importance sampling that allows us to directly
add this term to the GAIL term, giving us the final loss function:
LBC = −Eτpi
[(
ρE(s, a)
ρpi(s, a)
+Aω,φ(s, a)
)
log(pi(a|s))
]
The new advantage term inside the RL term intuitively adds an advantage for greedily following the
expert action at a given state. Since the expert is only available indirectly in the form of samples and
assuming a deterministic policy, the value ρE(s, a) can be replaced with a Kronecker delta function
ρE(s, a) = δD(s, a) =
{
1 if (s, a) ∈ D
0 otherwise
This leads to a very interesting interpretation of the first advantage term. If the expert didn’t perform
some action then there is zero advantage in performing that action, but if the expert does perform
the action a at state s, the advantage term is 1ρpi(s,a) which gives more advantage to the agent for
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following this behavior if the agent doesn’t follow this behavior already. If the agent takes action a at
state s and so does the expert, then the advantage term is close to 1, which is still positive, but the
advantage decreases as the agent starts imitating the expert more precisely.
More generally, a weighted sum of the behavior cloning and GAIL term can be used with coefficients
α and 1− α with α ∈ [0, 1] resulting in the following policy gradient term:
−Eτpi
[(
α
ρE(s, a)
ρpi(s, a)
+ (1− α)Aω,φ(s, a)
)
log(pi(a|s))
]
= αLBC + (1− α)LP
However in a practical scenario, with lack of data, the behavior cloning term may lead to overfitting
and choice of α becomes crucial. Setting α too high can lead to the GAIL term not having enough
impact, and setting it too low doesn’t provide the apparent benefit of fast feature learning from the BC
term. However, we observe that α only needs to be high in the initial stages, and can be ignored in
the later stages of training since GAIL rewards would become informative then. Therefore, simulated
annealing is a very elegant way to set the value of α.
Simulated annealing is used in optimization techniques for approximating the global optimum of a
function. A common use of annealing is done in the learning rate in training of deep neural networks.
[15] optimize a sequence of gradually improving mosaic functions that approximate the original
non-convex objective using an annealing scheme. [16] use an exponentially moving average of the
parameters of the target Q function at each time step. [17] use an annealing scheme to stabilize
training in the context of semantic segmentation in medical images.
Following these works, we use simulated annealing. The weighing parameter α is annealed out such
that as the number of iterations t→∞, the optimization looks identical to GAIL, which provides
better asymptotic performance. Specifically, at iteration t, we train the policy using the following
loss:
L
(t)
Total = αtLBC + (1− αt)LP
where αt ∈ [0, 1]. Note that αt = 0 corresponds to training with GAIL, and αt = 1 corresponds
to behaviour cloning. In our case, we anneal αt from 1 to 0, which transitions the gradients from a
greedy action-matching behaviour to gradually accounting for more long term reward. The policy
produces better-than random behaviour in the initial iterations which provides the discriminator with
better trajectories from the policy. The tradeoff parameter is annealed using an exponential decay
αt = α
t
0, with α0 ∈ (0, 1).
5 Experiments
5.1 Low dimensional control tasks
We evaluate the proposed algorithm on a variety of continuous control tasks in MuJoCo. Specifically,
we test our method on the Ant, Hopper, Half Cheetah, Reacher, and Walker2d environments. We
compare our algorithm with the following baselines:
• Behavior cloning: Behavior cloning is a greedy approach to imitation learning. Although be-
haviour cloning is very fast since it doesn’t require environment interactions, its asympotic
performance is not optimal unless a lot of data is provided. Since our experiments do not use
iterative data collection, we do not use the other behavior cloning baselines which use iterative
feedback from experts [2], [4].
• GAIL: Adversarial imitation learning has been successful in a lot of environments. However,
adversarial methods are shown to be unstable, and in the presence of low amounts of data, can take
a long time to converge.
• BC+GAIL: [9] mention that GAIL can be trained to converge faster by pretraining it with behavior
cloning. However, they do not report the results for this baseline. [12], however, report that GAIL
pretrained with behavior cloning doesn’t work as effectively as GAIL. To make the baseline fairer,
we also train the discriminator to differentiate between expert versus pretrained policy trajectories.
• SAIL: [18] is the only other method that claims to improve sample efficiency of GAIL without
resorting to off-policy methods. Although, our experiments show that the claim is only partly
true, since the asymptotic performance is not at par with GAIL (except for HalfCheetah where it
performs only marginally better). The method also produces high variance policies across different
random seeds which is not desirable.
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• Random Expert Distillation: [19] is used in SAIL and it doesn’t use adversarial training to learn
a reward function. This method is also more sample efficient than GAIL, but that is only in the
first few environment interactions and the peak performance is not as good as GAIL. Our results
are consistent with the results reported in [18].
We use the code provided by [20] for implementing all baselines. For all experiments, we
use a shared value and policy networks, which is an MLP with 2 hidden layers containing 64
hidden units with tanh nonlinearities, followed by their individual heads. For our algorithm,
we choose α0 according to the iterations taken for αt to reach the value 0.5, which we de-
note as the ‘half-life’. The half-life H is related to the value of α0 as αH0 = 0.5 =⇒
α0 = (0.5)
1
H . We choose a half-life of 10 iterations across all experiments, which corre-
sponds to α0 ∼ 0.933. All algorithms (except the BC+GAIL baseline) are trained from scratch.
Each algorithm is run across 3 random seeds, as done in [21]. The behavior cloning algorithm is
trained only on 70% of the data, and 30% is used for validation. For all other experiments, all of
the data is used. Note that although our loss contains a behavior cloning term, it doesn’t require
any validation data. The final performance of each method is evaluated by taking an average of 20
episodes for each seed. The final performance is shown in Table 1 and the reward curves are shown
in Figure 1.
Figure 3: Performance of our method with and
without annealing the tradeoff parameter. Notice
that the final performance decreases with increas-
ing value of α because the advantage term due
to BC contributes in addition to the advantage of
RL term, thus rendering the agent prone to over-
fitting. Our method reaches the best asymptotic
performance and is more sample efficient than its
constant α variations.
Our method performs consistently across all the
environments, whereas GAIL is very slow and
behaviour cloning never reaches the best per-
formance. SAIL seems to be outperforming
GAIL initially, however, GAIL catches up and
has better asymptotic performance than SAIL.
SAIL also has a very high variance compared to
other methods, potentially due to amplification
of the variance of the two rewards used in their
algorithm. The authors report the best agent per-
formance across all seeds, which obscures the
overall stability of the method. RED performs
suboptimally because there is no feedback re-
ceived from the agent to the reward function for
adjusting its reward. Our method is very sample
efficient as it learns much faster than GAIL, and
in a lot of cases, converges to a slightly higher
reward than GAIL.
5.2 Effect of
temporal dependencies on Behavior Cloning
In Section 4 we hypothesized that behavior
cloning fails most likely due to miscalibrated
actions at out-of-distribution states. To analyse
this effect we train agents with the our method,
but we do not train the discriminator. The sec-
ond termAω,φ will not provide any useful signal
since the discriminator is not trained. Therefore,
the only useful signal can come from the behav-
ior cloning term, and the GAIL term ensures
that policy is trained is done with these uninfor-
mative advantage terms. Since the GAIL term
is uninformative, we cannot anneal the value
of α, otherwise the random rewards can inter-
fere with the agent’s learning. Therefore, we
fix α = 0.5 for this experiment. Figure 2 con-
tains the performance of using our method with
random rewards from the discriminator. The
sample efficiency is better than GAIL, and the asymptotic performance is better than behavior
cloning, which suggests that behavior cloning can be a powerful candidate for imitation learning.
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The untrained GAIL is also plotted to show the effect of potential reward bias that may occur. We
observe that reward bias does not contribute to the task reward, with the exception of Hopper. This
baseline is better than behavior cloning because the agent learns to output more random actions at
the states which are outside the expert distribution because the uninformative advantage function
doesn’t prefer any action over the other in those states. The agent learns to perform the expert action
at the states that are in the distribution of the expert. In contrast, behavior cloning never encounters
out-of-distribution states during its training, and might output less random actions in those states due
to network miscalibration [22]. The positive reward function offers bias only in encouraging survival
and not necessarily in achieving a high task reward.
5.3 Effect of annealing
Next, we show the effect of annealing versus a fixed value of α on the final performance in all the
MuJoCo tasks. To show that overfitting might be an issue, we limit the number of expert trajectories
available to the imitation learning algorithms. Specifically, we use only 1 full expert trajectory for
learning. The reward curves in Figure 3 demonstrate that as the value of α increases, the agent learns
to imitate faster, but the asymptotic performance doesn’t reach as far as the agents with a lower value
of α. This is the speed versus performance tradeoff associated with α. To have the best of both
worlds, α is annealed from a high value which promotes faster learning, and is annealed to 0 for
better peak performance. The graphs show that the agent with annealing learns faster and achieves
the best performance, especially in Ant and Walker environments.
5.4 Imitation learning with RL in Grid World environments
Imitation learning can also be used to provide a signal in addition to the environment rewards to enable
faster learning, especially if the environment rewards are sparse. We use a gridworld environment as
used in [23]. We evaluate on the “Key-Door” task, where the grid is divided into two rooms. The
agent has to pick up a key, open the locked door and move to the goal location in the other room.
The wall, key, door, goal location and agent are initialized at a different location every time, making
the task harder. The agent recieves a reward of 1 for reaching the goal location, and 0 otherwise.
This sparse reward doesn’t provide information about the preconditions that need to be satisfied
to reach the goal, i.e. picking the key and unlocking the door. The expert trajectories, however,
contain this information and the agent is rewarded in the short-term horizon for imitating these
behaviors. Therefore, imitation learning can be an extra learning signal for faster learning. We use
Figure 4: Performance in GridWorld environments. From left to right, the reward curves are for
8×8, 10×10, 12×12 grids respectively. Note that our method performs better than GAIL consistently
across grid sizes. Behavior cloning is implemented by setting α = 1 within our framework for ease
of implementation (therefore the reward curve for behavior cloning).
the code provided by [23] and extend it for training the imitation learning algorithms. The input
is a H ×W grid corresponding to the object present in each grid cell. To prevent the problems
of reward bias in this setting [24], we follow the work of [10] and opt to use a Wasserstein GAN
([25]) framework which provides a reward that can be positive or negative. In addition, we use the
REINFORCE algorithm as another baseline which uses the sparse reward. Experiments show that
imitation learning can significantly boost learning compared to a sparse reward signal. The expert
trajectories are collected from an A* agent. We test with grid sizes of 8, 10, and 12 to analyse the
effect of progressively tougher environments. We use a total of 200, 350, and 500 expert trajectories
for grid sizes 8, 10, 12 respectively. Since expert trajectories are small, there are a lot of unvisited
states, and behavior cloning is expected to perform very suboptimally.
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Figure 4 provides a comparison of all baselines. Behavior cloning performs suboptimally for all grid
sizes, and its performance worsens with increasing grid size. Policy gradient learns slowly owing to
a sparse reward function. In the case of grid size 12, REINFORCE only reaches about 70% of the
performance of GAIL and our method after 30M steps. The performance of the BC+GAIL baseline
drops to 0 after the behavior cloning stage, and never recovers, showing similar effects to that of
the MuJoCo experiments. This suggests that pretraining with behavior cloning is not a good option
across environments and different RL implementations. However, our method reaches the same
performance much faster than GAIL.
5.5 Imitation Learning in Image-based Environments
To demonstrate the effectiveness of incorporating the behavior cloning term into GAIL, we compare
the variety of methods on Car Racing, a continous control task. In this environment,the agent must
learn to keep a car on track from a top view of the car. We train an expert using PPO and collect
20 trajectories from randomly selected tracks. To train all agents, we concatenate the last four
frames as the state as a single frame does not encode time dependent variables like velocity and
acceleration. This setting is the same as [26] for training agents without learning recurrent networks.
Score
Random −75.01± 4.10
BC 695.36± 97.63
GAIL 419.82± 198.61
BC+GAIL 594.86± 263.12
Ours 732.55± 45.73
Expert 740.42± 86.36
Figure 5: Performance on Car Rac-
ing environment
The results in Table 5 demonstrate that our method learns a
policy what recovers a near-optimal policy from the expert
trajectories. GAIL tends to fail because the agent has to learn
image features from a noisy reward signal coming from the
discriminator, which is significantly harder than MuJoCo due to
curse of dimensionality. Since this environment can be solved
greedily in most parts without solving the credit assignment
problem. Therefore, behavior cloning is already a very strong
baseline [27]. Our method uses this aspect of behavior cloning
and is able to recover a policy. The reward curve in Figure 5
shows that our method is at least 10x sample efficient than GAIL
without resorting to any off-policy schemes. A model pretrained
with behavior cloning starts off with a very good score, but the
noisy GAIL reward interferes with its performance and this
baseline also performs suboptimally. Our method is relatively
stable and spares the usage of a lot of environment interactions.
6 Conclusion
As demonstrated, we show that our method provides stability
in adversarial imitation learning, especially in low dimensional
tasks with less expert data and in high dimensional tasks where
adversarial learning methods are unstable. In both low and
high dimensional tasks, we observe that behavior cloning learns in a few iterations but performs
suboptimally. GAIL learns much slower than behavior cloning but reaches optimal performance.
Pre-training with BC collapses due to problems with initialization and warm starting, and the policy
doesn’t converge to peak performance during GAIL training. Our method combines the best of both
worlds by maintaining optimal asymptotic performance, and learns in upto an order of magnitude
faster than GAIL. Experiments on different types of environments demonstrate that our method
improves substantially on GAIL by covering up for its one major weakness, its sample efficiency,
without compromising on its stability or ease of implementation.
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